AMFFHC Portal Improves Senior Home Health
Care
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AM Friends & Family Healthcare LLC, (AMFFHC) in Columbus, OH have just released a new
physician portal that is designed to help improve senior home health care. As can be seen on
http://www.amffhc.com/ the portal is designed to help physicians and home health agencies to
collaborate and communicate in a more effective way. This, in turn, should allow them to deliver
higher quality care to their patients, as well helping them grow their business.
"Our portal is designed to make the relationship between physicians and home health agencies more
effective," says Michael Sullivan from AM Friends & Family Healthcare LLC. "It is an opportunity to
deliver everything electronically, removing clutter and paper. Furthermore, it helps to track any
involvement such as orders, encounters, and more. Essentially, it will make the entire process more
efficient, which will have a positive effect on the clients as well."
The system offers free access to physicians and is completely secure. It is highly user friendly and
ensures a physician is able to interact with many different home health agencies at the same time,
without having in install or download any programs. When used properly, the system enables
physicians to grow their business as it ensures they can properly track their patient certifications and
their CPO (Care Plan Oversight) properly. It is also fully HIPAA compliant.
AMFFHC has received the highest professional ratings, as can be seen on
https://www.facebook.com/amffhc. "CONGRATULATIONS to AM Friends and Family Healthcare LLC
by Home Care Standards Bureau for qualifying for the ELITE A+ RATING!" says Ed Pittock. "This
proves that your agency has been verified by an unbiased third party bureau to uphold the highest
standards in the industry!"
The system itself has also received numerous positive reviews from users to date, which can be seen
in their explanatory video on https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKWlGPLk6hY. The goal of the
company is to ensure the elderly can live independent lives for as long as possible in a safe and
effective manner, by ensuring all the health agencies involved are able to communicate properly,
thereby putting the patients first.
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